Revealing the structure of stereociliary actin by X-ray nanoimaging.
Hair cell stereocilia are crucial for hearing and the sense of balance. They include an array of accurately packed, parallel actin filaments and act as levers, which transform mechanical deformation into neuronal signals. The length of vestibular stereocilia reaches several micrometers, whereas, for individual microfilaments, the diameter and therefore the characteristic length scale in the lateral direction is on the order of a few nanometers. These orders of magnitude render X-rays an ideal tool for investigating actin packing, and numerous studies on reconstituted in vitro systems have revealed important information. Here we report on the characterization of intact stereocilia using two nanoscale X-ray techniques. We use X-ray ptychography to image stereocilia with quantitative phase contrast and high dose efficiency, showing stereocilia with diameters and lengths in the expected range. We further employ X-ray nanodiffraction using a nanofocused X-ray beam on the same order of magnitude as the width of a stereocilium. Despite the small probe volume we can clearly visualize the stereocilia bundles. From the individual diffraction patterns we determine the local orientation of the actin structures and can clearly correlate them with the corresponding visible-light fluorescence images. Furthermore, azimuthal integration of individual diffraction patterns reveals distinct intensity curves, showing modulations of the signal, which reflect the relevant length scales and pronounced order in the biological system. The applied techniques are not limited to the studies on stereocilia but have the potential of being applied to many biological and soft-matter systems, in particular if a pronounced degree of order is present.